EGHI is excited to introduce our new, bi-monthly newsletter! Each issue will include stories on faculty, students, events, programs, and other global health-related topics.

Dr. Jeffrey P. Koplan, Emory Vice President for Global Health, Discusses his Views on Global Health at Emory University

Tackling health issues around the world stands at the forefront of current global health efforts today. At Emory University, the Emory Global Health Institute (EGHI) works to improve health globally by providing support for Emory faculty and students involved in a variety of global health research, scholarship, service, and training activities. EGHI’s founder, Dr. Jeffery P. Koplan, feels that EGHI has had a positive impact on global health efforts over the last decade, and looks forward to continuing to see improvements in health outcomes around the world.

To read more, please click here.

Global Health Student Photography Contest
EGHI’s Global Health Student Photography Contest fosters cultural sensitivity by encouraging Emory students conducting global health projects to examine the culture and people with whom they are working. In addition to capturing both a global health message and creating a photographic work of art, EGHI also asks Emory students to consider ethical issues when taking pictures of people in low- and middle-income countries.

For the 2017 contest, photographs must be taken between 9/1/16 and 9/1/17.

The submission deadline for the 2017 contest is Friday, September 22, 2017.

★ Upcoming Events ★
Global Health Student Photography Submission Deadline
September 22, 2017

Brown Bag Lecture
The New National Public Health Institute of Liberia: What NPHIs Look like Post-Ebola
September 28, 2017
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
CNR Auditorium

Global Health Field Scholars Networking Night
October 30, 2017
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Cox Hall Ballroom

Global Health Forum
November 2, 2017
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
SOM Rm. 120

Check out our EGHI Video!
The Emory Global Health Institute recently celebrated 10 years of global health work. Take a look at this video to hear more about our work this past decade.

“So many contemporary
Meet Our Graduate Program Assistants!

**Karla Umana**
Karla is a second-year RSPH student with a concentration in Behavioral Sciences and Health Education. She joined EGHI in the fall of 2016 and helps coordinate its two annual Emory Global Health Case Competitions.

**Kailyn Brooks**
Kailyn is a first-year RSPH student with a concentration in Health Policy and Management. She also has a Maternal & Child Health Certificate Fellowship. Kailyn will help coordinate EGHI’s 2 Emory Global Health Case Competitions.

**Brianna Weldon**
Brianna is a first-year RSPH student with a concentration in Behavioral Sciences and Health Education. She will be assisting EGHI in producing its newsletter and other communication efforts.

**Resources**

**Emory Global Health Institute**
To learn more about our faculty projects, student programs, external grants, and upcoming events, please visit our website.

**Emory Global Engagement Directory**
Wondering which Emory faculty are working where? Visit the Global Engagement Directory and see where Emory faculty are working around the world.

**Share Your Story**
Have an event, project, or experience to share? We want to hear from you! Please email Rebecca Baggett.